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The recent Journal of Climate paper by Stanford researchers Mark Jacobson and John Ten
Hoeve (2011) is a useful contribution to the literature on urban heat islands and mitigation
potential of reflective (or white or cool) surfaces such as roofs and pavements. However, the
article’s results regarding white roofs are preliminary and uncertain. Moreover there are other
published papers that address the broader benefits of white roofs. In our view, these studies taken
together raise important issues that need to be considered from the policy viewpoint to fully
understand the mitigation potential from more reflective (or white or cool) surfaces.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Heat Island Group has conducted extensive research
on cool materials and their effects on regional and global climate. Due to media coverage
highlighting the paper’s conclusions that speculatively suggest an overall global warming
influence of converting worldwide roofs to white, the Heat Island Group would like to draw
attention to a few points of the paper. We believe its conclusions need to be analyzed more
carefully.

Concerns about study by Jacobson and Ten Hoeve (2011)
(1) Uncertainty is identified as significant by the authors themselves
The authors themselves contend that white roofs may reduce temperatures locally
but may or may not reduce overall global warming. They also state that the
uncertainty range associated with their results—that the urban heat island effect
contributes 2-4% of gross global warming—may likely be larger than the model range
presented.
(2) Numerical results may be statistically insignificant
In the paper they report an overall warming of the Earth by about 0.07 K, for the case
where worldwide roofs are converted to white, but the variability in model predictions
is not reported for such a change. Moreover, the percent changes in various climate
parameters for differences between white and nonwhite roofs are smaller than 1%.
This makes it difficult to isolate noise from signal unless the simulations are run far
longer than the 20 years considered, especially for the equilibrium climate simulations
presented. Even if they contend that their results are significant, the variability in the
model predictions needs to be reported to provide a quantitative basis for comparison
with the magnitude of the warming effect.
(3) Results are based on specific assumptions
Surfaces were characterized at the 1 square km scale in the model, but the climate
responses were averaged over a 200,000 square km scale. The results from the study
would also strongly depend on the modeling assumptions made since various feedbacks
from changes to a small fraction of the total Earth area (about 0.128% of the Earth’s area
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is considered urban) are accounted for at a scale that is exceptionally large, 200,000
square km. In fact, the authors themselves rightly conclude that the results regarding
white roofs in their paper apply only to assumptions made. This is an important and
critical point in the paper: the interpretation of the point is that the results could be
different depending on the model used and how clouds and the climate respond to small
changes imposed on extremely small surface areas.
(4) Finer resolution is essential to capture cloud and climate feedbacks
With respect to the net effect of increased reflectance on global climate, moisture and
cloud feedbacks make it conceivable that increasing surface reflectance in one place
could warm the climate in another. This is still uncertain, and a subject for additional
research. It is critical for this question to be resolved at the urban scale (1 square km) and
not at the 200,000 square km scale used in the simulations. As the authors state:
"Feedbacks of local changes to the global scale were magnified over high-latitude
snow and sea ice, causing a net but highly-uncertain warming effect on global
climate."

Other related studies from the Heat Island Group
(1) Jacobson and Ten Hoeve (2011) do not discuss any changes in their reflected radiation at
the top of the atmosphere. For comparison, a recent study by Millstein and Menon (2011)
quantified the response of surface heating and air temperatures to the installation of white
roofs and photovoltaic panels within the continental U.S. Millstein and Menon simulated
a 12-year period using a regional (resolving at the 625 square km scale) climate model
that allowed the atmosphere to respond to changes caused by more reflective (or whiter)
urban surfaces. Quantitative estimates of the changes due to white roofs and the
variability through time of radiative fluxes and temperature were documented for both
major urban cities and over the U.S. as a whole. While local surface air temperature
response to white roofs was significant over all urban cities, the temperature response
averaged over the continental U.S. was not as significant, possibly due to natural
variability. However, the change in total outgoing radiation at the top of the
atmosphere showed a significant increase, demonstrating that increasing the surface
reflectance did reduce net radiation absorbed by the Earth.
(2) Other studies that have examined the impacts from worldwide conversion of urban
surfaces to white by Oleson et al. (2010)—which did include climate feedbacks—and
Akbari et al. (2009)—which did not include climate feedbacks—indicate similar and
significant reductions in net absorbed radiation from the global application of white
surfaces in urban environments. Recent work by Akbari and Matthews (2010) using an
intermediately complex global climate model with an interactive global carbon cycle,
found the short term CO2 offset equivalent to be ~ 80 gigatonnes, increasing to about 180
gigatonnes in 200 years, for an increase in albedo of urban areas by 0.1.
(3) There are documented local benefits for energy consumption and carbon emissions.
Levinson and Akbari (2010) produced a detailed analysis considering both the cooling
energy savings and the heating energy penalties that could be obtained by using white
roofs on U.S. commercial buildings. The results show that annual primary (fuel) energy
savings, carbon savings, and energy cost savings are positive for building stocks in all
individual states. The U.S.-average cooling energy saving is eight times larger than the
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U.S.-average heating energy penalty. Upgrading 80% of the roofs on U.S. commercial
buildings would yield an energy cost saving of $0.7B/year, and a carbon emission
reduction of 6 million tonnes CO2/year. Upgrading 95% of U.S. homes with cool colored
roofs—dark materials that reflect the invisible part of sunlight—could save an additional
$1B in energy and another 9 million tonnes CO2 each year. Most of the U.S. roofing
stock could be upgraded at little to no cost over the next 20 years by choosing cool
replacement products when existing roofs reach the end of their service lives. These types
of savings were not considered in Jacobson and Ten Hoeve (2011).
To conclude, white roofs provide a sensible, low-cost solution that significantly reduces energy
need and costs in a wide variety of climates, and a growing body of work suggests that selective
use of white roofs may also reduce heating of the Earth's surface. A new observational and
modeling study currently underway by the Heat Island Group will in fact compare the radiative
fluxes, temperature and building heat fluxes attained with white roofs to those attained with dark
roofs. This study will use both surface-based and satellite-retrieved data of radiative fluxes and
temperature to support results from the model regarding the cooling/heating benefits of cool
roofs.
Selective use of white roofs makes sense as part of an integrated strategy for a more sustainable
human existence on Earth. However, the potential benefits offered by cool roofs do not diminish
the need for sustained reductions in anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions to control global
climate, or the need for increased use of renewable energy sources.
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